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scholarship called “Sparky Scholarship.” The Anna
and Brian Wales Sparky Scholarship was created
to financially support the students who represent
ASU as Sparky. This scholarship opportunity
is for current undergraduate students who serve
as Sparky for at least one semester. Anna and
Brian Wales see how Sparky takes care of our
community, and they want to take care of the
students who fulfill such a vital role to ASU and
in the community. There are 11 individuals who
get to play the role of Sparky (throughout all ASU
campuses), including our very own! Of the 11
students, 3 were selected to receive the scholarship.
Sparky had to submit a video explaining what it
means to be a Sun Devil and the importance of
Sparky’s appearances in the community. After
that, our Sparky was selected to receive that great
opportunity for all his hard work for our campus.

As it was mentioned, Sparky’s main
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to actually be the very first Sparky of the Lake
Havasu campus selected two years ago. During all
these years, he has been enjoying the time being
Sparky as he could clearly see how he is affecting
college life.

According to that student, he has a lot of
favorite parts about being our Sparky. He is really
ourgoing person, and that is why he likes to engage
with faculty, staff, and students and get them
excited during all the events. More that everything,
our Sparky just loves to be with the crowd, feel
that energy of college events, and be a center
for that spirit. The fact that he fulfills Sparky’s
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are very friendly and helpful, especially to freshmen. Another
thing I noticed is that residence hall is actually quiet. There
are not many parties here, and it’s great, personally, because
no one distracts you from studying in your room. We also
have a common room with a kitchen, I love cooking there.
Living in dorms is surely an amazing experience.”
—Danelle Ospanova
“It’s my fourth semester living in the dorm, and
it’s definitely been a pleasant experience! I enjoy the
atmosphere of basically living with all your friends and
being able to ask for help whenever you need it or just hang
out and spend free time together. Our rooms are only a
couple of minutes away from all campus buildings, which is
very convenient if you tend to sleep in till the last available
second like I do. They are also quite spacious; you get to
decorate them as much as you like, and you even get your
own restroom which is quite rare for dorms. Another great
feature we have here is the common room, where we often
make food and watch movies.”
—Inna Yakhontova
“It is my second semester living at the dorms, and I can certainly say that it has been such a great experience so far. Each
campus building is so close that you can easily be there in less
than five minutes. Our residence hall has everything we need to
live comfortably and focus on studies. I think the most important things are respect and cooperation among students living
here so we can all make our dorms better. Also, we have RAs in
our residence hall, so we can always seek help from them.”
—Assylbek Ali
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